Daily Oral Language (DOL’s)

1. do you want mustard onions pickles or sauerkraut on your hot dog

2. this peace of pizza is two hot too eat

3. there grandfather baked cookies and the children eight them all

4. how good did you due on the test tanisha ask

5. will you put all them books on the top shelf

6. ben jerry and albert saw a movie called invaders from outer space Saturday afternoon

7. kelly didn't have no lunch today

8. my friend katrina moved to seattle washington recently

9. did you ride on won of the paddle boats along the missouri river

10. larry shouted look at that

11. snails aphids and mites nibbled on the plants in aunt maybelles garden

12. we like hot whether we always goes to the beach to swim

13. cherie thought i hope he choose me to bee in the play

14. sometimes i feels like playing with my friends and sometimes i doesnt

15. you musnt play until after you done your chores

16. i may try out four soccer or i may join the track team

17. his parents went to a chinese restaurant to celebrate there aniversary

18. prof w c wilson and his wife were both on january 16 1965

19. lie them dirty clothes on top of the washing machine

20. gen gonzales didnt say nothing to his troops

21. the explorers search the island but they never found no hidden treasure

22. were studying the poem paul reveres ride in english class

23. they have scene rainbows in the sky many times during april

24. helen and her english friend phyllis took a trip together

25. they herd thunder and seen lighting during the storms
26. this hole house is won big mess

27. michelle margo and martin came to syds house for sunday dinner

28. the hole basketball team are going for pizza after the game

29. can you come with my friends and i to central park

30. is adam spending august at lake tahoe or is he staying home

31. were leaving for kansas city kansas on the 6 oclock train

32. tammi shouted keep away from that broken bottle

33. wow what a great surprise shouted ernesto

34. we dont want nobody to here our secret

35. after working for two ours they was covered with dirt

36. did your sister promised to arrive bye 6 pm for the party

37. michael and me was excited about running in the boston marathon

38. i can sea hank that your studying hard

39. them storys mr feinstein told was really

40. have you ever went water skiing on lake michigan

41. lisa and me are going ice skating at rainbow rinks

42. in september me and him gots to start going to middle school

43. our teacher mr toscano hasnt had the measles the mumps or the chicken pox

44. why did me and her promise to clean up after the class party muttered kevin

45. dont weight until its to late to by an ticket for the show

46. why aint you got no time to help me

47. theyre dinner reservation at kates kitchen is for 530 pm

48. the presidents guards has to be strong intelligent and reliable

49. shannon done the cooking an cleaning while her mother was ill

50. those is petes favorite music tapes

51. did you sale on mr browns boat last weekend
52. both boys bikes was read with black stripes
53. jamal has done gone to visit his uncle in jacksonville illinois
54. she yelled too warn him but it was to late
55. father said nobody is going nowhere until our chores is done
56. they aint played ice hockey since their goalie breaked his ankle
57. mervins dog wags its tale when it gets a bone
58. bills baby sister torn the library book pages
59. me and him wanted to see the knew exhibit at sea world aquarium
60. why dont he play quiet while the baby is snapping
61. mrs kotter said dont do that no more
62. did the womens lunches all costed the same amount
63. for white swans swammed around the large peaceful pond
64. peter paul and mary was having fun at abbies halloween party
65. did them special packages prof chang ordered arrive safely
66. they was hungry and tired after helping jessie and i build a treehouse
67. theys not taking class pictures until wednesday at 145
68. you cant make me do nothing i dont want to do yelled mitchell
69. that greedy little child drinked all the cold lemonade they done had
70. terrys brothers afraid of the dark so mom gived him a flashlight
71. alice who lived next door goed to a different school
72. stopping by woods on a snowy evening by robert frost is my mothers favorite poem
73. sammy please hand me them pliers said the instructor
74. its obvious you dont have no money to lend me
75. it don't make no difference since my mom wont let me go with you
76. Dr. Otis scolded you should have been more careful

77. She has swam the English Channel several times in the past year.

78. Why did the mooses cross the river so near Robert's cabin?

79. The bishops asked Margaret to sing the anniversary waltz at their celebration.

80. Carlos has did his work correct.

81. His favorite poem is Stuarts worst nightmare.

82. My brother and me need to bye shirts pants socks and shoes for school.

83. During the rainy season in Africa rain falls everyday.

84. The main street school team were the best in the area.

85. When will the technician Ms. Rawlings fix our computer?

86. The dogs tails wagged as father gave them John's leftovers.

87. Have you ever read Popular Mechanics asked Orlando.

88. They all singed happy birthday before her cut the cake.

89. Can Jan and me stay overnight at Aunt Mary's.

90. Them noisy children yelled load as they played outside.

91. The farmers oxes was held together by a wooden yolk.

92. Throughout the long stormy night the excited campers shared ghost stories.

93. The diver exclaimed I never done no dive like that before.

94. You'll need clay glaze and a kiln to make an ceramic vase.

95. Are you gonna go mountain climbing with they're group.

96. Him and me tok a guitar lesson Thursday at 430.

97. The man next door never goed too no partys.

98. I can't never decide which i like best is halloween or valentines day the most fun.

99. Grandmother taked my brother and me to buy cndales for our kwanzaa celebration.

100. After the bean seed sprouted it growed three inches in a week.
the only way humans can explore the future are through there imagination and reasoning

Many science fiction storyes is set in the future

"Whose ringing that bell anyways, she asked."

Mrs. Maybury don't know the answer to your question, replied Ben.

John is real brave to explore a dangerously place all alone.

Our teacher asked “which of the legends that Johns people believed were disproved by his journey”?

Michael Crichton writed Jurassic park a novel about a present day theme park with real dinosaurs.

H.G. wells was another author that wroted about time travel in the book the time machine.

A sorty beginning “On Monday August 19 2002 in sunnyvale california the time was two-twenty three p.m.” is an example of how science fiction writers create suspense.

Bradbury isn't opposed to technology: in fact he supports nasa, Americas space Program.

“How much hourse of television do each of you watch every night, asked Mrs. Garza?

“I watch only one hour every night, I watch the evening news and then jeopardy” reply Bill.

“In our class, we read two book by Isaac Asimov one was about a robot and the other was about black hole”, I said.


Outboard motors move boats more swift, then inboard motors does.

E.B. White was real pleased to return back to the lake.

“Which character in the story does you like better” asked Joe. Gideon or did you like Teddy?

Well, Lee answered, “at first I liked Teddy best but eventually I came to respect Gideon more.

“I was born in the United States my parents immigrated to the U.S. and never learned to speak without an accent,” said Julio.

“Did you ever visit there native country,” asked Marie.
121. “I prefer Mora’s essay, said Monica, because it’s more personal than Atwood’s.”

122. I don’t agree said Roy.” I prefer Atwood’s essay, it gives you more information about American culture, perceptions about Americans, and information about Canadian culture.

123. to take action against another family member is usually not a wise thing to do, Nnaemeka told Nene.

124. neither his father or the elder in the village was happy to hear of Nnaemeka’s decision.

125. “My mother, Zhong Yu, was a wonderful writer and I have all of her works” Shansan told the new Librarian.

126. Shanshan was a Teenager during the Cultural Revolution in China when criticism of her mother’s work begins.

127. Understanding the rhyme scheme of a sonnet can help you understand their meaning.

128. Although Shakespeare wrote many sonnets in England. The first sonnets was written in Italy.

129. Everyone should do their best to help brothers and sisters.

130. Rachel feels it’s her responsibility too help Cathy succeed.

131. “I like to write poems that has rhymes,” said James but I’m too shy to read them out loud.”

132. “I use to be shy like you,” said Mary, “but I took a speech class now I enjoy speaking to crowds.”

133. My Grandfather lived in Russia, just like Smirnow, said Joseph. “I’d like to visit the town where he was born.”

134. “My Aunt and my cousin took a trip to Moscow last year,” said Mary. “I think they visited Chekhov’s grave.”

135. Hard-working Miners, who discovered gold, had a wonderful opportunity to make alot of money.

136. There is a small town in California called Sutter’s Mill, where the Gold Rush of 1849 begun.

137. Parents often argues about what is best for they’re children.

138. People in small towns sometimes worry, about what other people says about them.
get them dirty dogs off of my clean sofa shouted nana

why do this pie have less peaces than the others

them terrible winds blew a umbrella and a picnic table threw our front window

yoko tells real funny jokes and she makes silly faces to

during his trip to the zoo paul observed the monkeys apes and chimpanzees

does they want to come to aerobics class with shawn and i

the play was very good because them actors performed sew good

aunt gertie rushed in shouting lets have a adventure

did you no the colorado river run through the grand canyon

mrs arnold my third grade teacher read us charlotte's web

well you certainly done a good job on youre science report

the rich tropical rainforests of brazil is disappearing

matt walked nervous to the plate knowing his team would loose the game if he striked out

boy we was sure tired after climbing to the top of pikes peak

sherry need a new break on her motorcycle before shell be able to race

theys dog gots mud in his fir from rolling in a mud puddle

them kids all choosed hatchet as theyre favorite literature book

anita dont know how to play the star spangled banner yet

after he gived hi dog a bath carlos was so wet and dirty he taked one hisself

why doesnt you come over four homemade ice cream said mr choi

miguel pablo and carlotta is going to mexico for christmas

dont walk threw them mud puddles in your good shoes

lets meat at the park four a picnic

put that down write now and dont took it again
163. if we leave now she said well be right on time
164. do you have dear mr henshaw alice ask the clerk
165. they got a serious problem can you helped them solve it
166. im happy kenny to see youve cleaned up your mess
167. im reading one chapter of tom sawyer every night before i go to bed
168. every saturday morning at 900 my little brother watches muppet babies
169. we read articles for newsweek time and the daily herald for are report
170. is the nile the longest river in africa garth wanted to no
171. did you see the lost kingdom on television last knight
172. there was a large pothole in the rode but i swerved and mist it
173. dr roth our veterinarian told us to handle the hamster babys with care
174. is we supposed to read across the plains or mountain trek in our history books
175. did you read the article called kayaking in alaska in geographic world magazine
176. rev murphy their minister has worked in churches in australia guatemala and sri lanka
177. angie said paul what is the answer to this riddle
178. stans cat ollie clumb all over the furniture then he tryed to catch the goldfish
179. if i put things away i wont be able to find anything complained herbert
180. very well said jose ill race you an i will win
181. millie red snow white and the seven dwarfs to her niece
182. peel the potatoes put them in a pot add water and cook them until they are soft
183. after it rang four times capt ruiz finally answered his phone
184. hour trip will last from may 29 1998 until aug 29 1998
185. after working for ate hours george and tyrone was exhausted
186. dad taked both familys to pizza palace after the movie
187. to be successful you gotta work really hard
ms thomas his secretary is on vacation in tampa florida
prof tanaka has forgot hes giving a tecture tomorrow at 830
does your brothers get along very good
most of my friends like to play video games but rafik and me prefer chess
rebecca can you come selling on our boat saturday were going at 600 am
dr lee the pediatrician is always very gentle as she treats her young patience
why is less stella and corrine digging up them bushes in there back yard
carlos lended his basketball to roberto and i we returned it after practice
the teams uniforms was filthy after playing on that muddy field the players was dirty to
mosquitos crickets and the howling of a wolf kept the campers awoke most of the night
why do i always have to give kiki a bath mother complained aaron
because there was so many people we had to take to taxis
did they arrive in time to catch the plane inquired tomas yes the just made it ralph replied
im sorry he dont like the present i gave him
if this plan dont work well have to start all over agin
its naomis turn to lit the candles for hanukkah
hour town has a big parade on july 4 to celebrate independence day
her and otto has gone to male a package to grandma rosie
was your there when we sung yankee doodle in the school a pagent
mr watkins the custodian moved them students desks when he cleaned the room
my niece is gonna get married on sept 13 2006
skagway yukon territory is a interesting town to visit
our librarian mr talbot gave a book talk on the slave dancer
once the rain stopped phillip jack and me went to the park
212. Ruth knitted a pair of slippers for Mrs. Gee, her neighbor.
mother read the wall street journal before she went to work

during the earthquake they felt the floor shook under their feet

I don't have nothing to put in the yard at all complained John

We seen Dr. Chin in New Orleans when we was on vacation

Me and Tom have three pets and they are all dogs

Is anyone still needs a costume they can get from the closet

Uncle Frank's garden contained onions, eggplants, and zucchini last year

We have drove to San Francisco often our grandparents live there

Stevens' little sister lays down for a nap every day

The novel Oliver Twist was wrote by Charles Dickens

Has you ever been to a audition for a play

We're glad that Sammy is on our team this year

Allen watch television from 6:30 to 8:30 last night

Them boys rides the bus

There weren't no cookies left

Why can't Jerome never get here on time

Put Corinne's ice skates in that there closet

What time are we due at Miss Grissom's recital

We don't got no pets in our family

Kelsey said I want to go to Aunt Joy's for Thanksgiving

I haven't never been to a professional football game

I won't eat spinach and beets for dinner shouted Maurice

Please put a ice cube in there lemonade

Mr. Mastin asked whose ordering school lunch today

Does the music start at 4:00 or 4:30 inquired Ms. Clark

The workmen has come to repair the roof on Hermans house
239. is this what you was looking for asked the librarian
240. we threwed her an surprise birthday party last saturday
241. look out he called that branch is falling
242. martin saw a animal digging in the garbage last knight
243. rev and mrs boyton is excited about there vacation plans
244. she dont need no help with her homework assignment
245. will you help them people pain theyre fence asked his father
246. were tired of doing chores every day complained max and emma
247. on may 26 2006 my brother will graduate from illinois college
248. is you gonna be finish with you report by friday
249. i red a amazing story about the hardships of sum early travelers
250. we needs to be at the airport by 945 or well miss hour flight
251. after she lies the eggs the hen sets on them
252. shawna can run fastest then anyone else i no
253. are eight puppys is growing bigger every day explained tito
254. is miss bishops sunday school class gonna sing o little town of bethlehem in the pagent
255. dont put youre feet on the furniture said grandmother
256. this doesnt look like nothing ive ever seen before
257. dont touch the read hot skillet
258. lupe asked why dosnt he never do his homework
259. mavis ate most of her salad but she left a orange slice
260. dr conrads wife margaret will join him at the ceremony
261. was the musicians nervous before the concert begun
262. mildred picked an peach from the tree it were delicious
263. the only way humans can explore the future are through their imagination and reasoning.

264. Many science fiction stories are set in the future.

265. “Whose ringing that bell anyways, she asked.”

266. Mrs. Maybury don’t know the answer to your question, replied Ben.

267. John is real brave to explore a dangerously place all alone.

268. Our teacher asked “which of the legends that John’s people believed were disproved by his journey”?

269. Michael Crichton wrote Jurassic park a novel about a present day theme park with real dinosaurs.

270. H.G. Wells was another author that wrote about time travel in the book The Time Machine.

271. A story beginning “On Monday August 19, 2002 in Sunnyvale California the time was two-twenty three p.m.” is an example of how science fiction writers create suspense.

272. Bradbury isn’t opposed to technology: in fact he supports NASA, America’s space program.

273. “How much house of television do each of you watch every night, asked Mrs. Garza?”

274. “I watch only one hour every night, I watch the evening news and then jeopardy” reply Bill.

275. “In our class, we read two books by Isaac Asimov one was about a robot and the other was about black hole”, I said.


277. Outboard motors move boats more swiftly, than inboard motors does.

278. E.B. White was real pleased to return back to the lake.

279. “Which character in the story does you like better” asked Joe. Gideon or did you like Teddy?

280. Well, Lee answered, “at first I liked Teddy best but eventually I came to respect Gideon more.

281. “I was born in the United States my parents immigrated to the U.S. and never learned to speak without an accent,” said Julio.

282. “Did you ever visit there native country,” asked Marie.
283. “I prefer Mora’s essay, said Monica, because it’s more personal than Atwoods.”

284. I don’t agree said Roy. “I prefer Atwood’s essay, it gives you more information about American culture, perceptions about Americans, and information about Canadian culture.

285. to take action against another Family Member is usually not a wise thing to do, Nnaemeka told Nene.

286. neither his father or the elder in the Village was happy to hear of Nnaemeka’s decision.

287. “My mother, Zhong Yu, was a wonderful writer and I have all of her works” Shansan told the new Librarian.

288. Shanshan was a Teenager during the Cultural Revolution in China when criticism of her mother’s work begins.

289. Understanding the rhyme scheme of a sonnet can help you understand their meaning.

290. Although Shakespeare wrote many sonnets in England. The first sonnets was written in Italy.

291. Everyone should do their best to help brothers and sisters.

292. Rachel feels it’s her responsibility too help Cathy succeed.

293. “I like to write poems that has rhymes,” said James but I’m too shy too read them out loud.”

294. “I use to be shy like you,” said Mary, “but I took a speech class now I enjoy speaking to crowds.”

295. My Grandfather lived in Russia, just like Smirnow, said Joseph. “I’d like to visit the town where he was born.”

296. “My Aunt and my cousin took a trip to Moscow last year,” said Mary. “I think they visited Chekhov’s grave.”

297. Hard-working Miners, who discovered gold, had a wonderful opportunity to make a lot of money.

298. There is a small town in California called Sutter’s Mill, where the Gold Rush of 1849 began.

299. Parents often argues about what is best for their children.

300. People in small towns sometimes worry, about what other people says about them.

301. Jane Barney and Lalla traveled with their mother to Carwheal in Cronwall.

302. When his mother told him about moving Barny said he wouldn’t mind starting at a new school.
the only way humans can explore the future are through their imagination and reasoning.

Many science fiction stories are set in the future.

"Whose ringing that bell anyways, she asked."

Mrs. Maybury don't know the answer to your question, replied Ben.

John is real brave to explore a dangerously place all alone.

Our teacher asked "which of the legends that Johns people believed were disproved by his journey"?

Michael Crichton wrote Jurassic Park a novel about a present day theme park with real dinosaurs.

H.G. Wells was another author that wrote about time travel in the book The Time Machine.

A story beginning "On Monday August 19 2002 in Sunnyvale California the time was twenty-three p.m." is an example of how science fiction writers create suspense.

Bradbury isn't opposed to technology in fact he supports NASA, America's space program.

"How much hour of television do each of you watch every night, asked Mrs. Garza?"

"I watch only one hour every night, I watch the evening news and then Jeopardy" reply Bill.

"In our class, we read two book by Isaac Asimov one was about a robot and the other was about black hole", I said.

Jim said. "I liked the book about the robots. Who looked exactly like humans."

Outboard motors move boats more swiftly than inboard motors do.

E.B. White was real pleased to return back to the lake.

"Which character in the story does you like better" asked Joe. Gideon or did you like Teddy?

Well, Lee answered, "at first I liked Teddy best but eventually I came to respect Gideon more.

"I was born in the United States my parents immigrated to the U.S. and never learned to speak without an accent," said Julio.

"Did you ever visit there native country," asked Marie.
323. “I prefer Mora’s essay, said Monica, because it’s more personal than Atwood’s.”

324. I don’t agree said Roy. “I prefer Atwood’s essay, it gives you more information about American culture, perceptions about Americans, and information about Canadian culture.”

325. to take action against another family member is usually not a wise thing to do, Nnaemeka told Nene.

326. neither his father or the elder in the Village was happy to hear of Nnaemekas decision.

327. “My mother, Zhong Yu, was a wonderful writer and I have all of her works” Shansan told the new Librarian.

328. Shanshan was a Teenager during the Cultural Revolution in China when criticism of her mother’s work begins.

329. Understanding the rhyme scheme of a sonnet can help you understand their meaning.

330. Although Shakespeare wrote many sonnets in England. The first sonnets was written in Italy.

331. Everyone should do their best to help brothers and sisters.

332. Rachel feels its her responsibility too help Cathy succeed.

333. “I like to write poems that has rhymes,” said James but I’m to shy too read them out loud.”

334. “I used to be shy like you,” said Mary, “but I took a speech class now I enjoy speaking to crowds.”

335. My Grandfather lived in Russia, just like Smirnow, said Joseph. “I’d like to visit the town where he was born.”

336. “My Aunt and my cousin took a trip to Moscow last year,” said Mary. “I think they visited Chekhov’s grave.”

337. Hard-working Miners, who discovered gold, had a wonderful opportunity to make a lot of money.

338. There is a small town in California called Sutter’s Mill, where the Gold Rush of 1849 begun.

339. Parents often argues about what is best for they’re children.

340. People in small towns sometimes worry, about what other people says about them.